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The Age of Empire.
How to dissect a quote.
What is the British Empire?
An empire is a group of areas of land ( or
• Explain what the quote
whole countries) that are ruled over by one
means
• Find language techniques leading or ‘mother’ country. The places
controlled by one mother country are
• Explain a key word
usually called colonies. More than 100 years
• Link it to the context of
ago, Britain ruled over 450 million people
the lesson
living in 56 colonies around the world.
Structure of a paragraph
P- Point
• Why did Britain want such a large
E- Evidence
empire?
T- Technique (language, Structure)
• How did it get its empire?
A- Analysis
L- Link to the question or context.
External
and
Internal
conflict

How does someone feel on the inside
Vs how they express their emotions.

Narrative
Voice

Whose perspective is the story told
from. You need to consider the British
empire from the aborigine's point of
view as well as the settler's point of
view.

Key Term
Colony

A country or area under the full or partial political control of another country and occupied by settlers from
that country

Settlers

A person who moves with a group of others to live in a new country or area.

Colloquial

(of language) used in ordinary or familiar conversation; not formal or literary.

Natives

Being a member of the original inhabitants of a particular place.

Knowledge Organiser: ENGLISH YEAR 8 MACBETH – OUR LITERARY HERITAGE
SHAKESPEARE’S LIFE

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

BORN IN STRATFORD UPON AVON 1564
DIED 1614
EDUCATED STRATFORD GRAMMAR SCHOOL
MARRIED TO ANN HATHAWAY
THEY HAD THREE CHILDREN – HAMNET,JUDITH,SUSAN
FATHER WAS A GLOVEMAKER-GUILDSMAN
MAIN THEATRE WAS THE GLOBE IN LONDON
SHAKESPEARE WROTE 37 PLAYS & 154 SONNETS
GENRE OF PLAYS = TRAGEDY, HISTORY, COMEDY
MAIN PLAYWRIGHT RIVALS WERE CHRISTOPHER
MARLOWE, BEN JONSON, THOMAS KYD
SHAKESPEARE’S THEATRE COMPANY WAS CALLED THE
LORD CHAMBERLAIN’S MEN

THEMES IN MACBETH
AMBITION Macbeth is driven by ambition – he’s willing to
kill Duncan to become King and he’ll do anything to keep
the crown.
LOYALTY & BETRAYAL Duncan trusts the wrong people.
Macbeth doesn’t trust anyone. Malcolm is very careful
about who he trusts.
THE SUPERNATURAL The evil witches manipulate
Macbeth. Ghostly visions drive him and his wife mad with
guilt.
FATE & FREE WILL The play explores the idea of-selffulfilling prophecy. It’s unclear whether Macbeth has
control over his fate.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

SHAKESPEARE’S WRITING CAREER SPANNED THE
ELIZABETHAN AGE (LAST OF THE TUDORS) AND THE
JACOBEAN AGE (FIRST OF THE HOUSE OF STUART).
ELIZABETH WAS A PROTESTANT QUEEN
SHAKESPEARE WROTE PLAYS FOR QUEEN ELIZABETH I
AND JAMES I
ELIZABETHAN BELIEFS CENTRED AROUND THE GREAT
CHAIN OF BEING & A SPECIFIED ORDER OF LIFE
JAMES 1 BELIEVED IN THE DIVINE RIGHT OF KINGS
JAMES 1 WROTE A BOOK ABOUT WITCHCRAFT CALLED
‘DAEMONOLOGIE’
GUY FAWKES ATTEMPTED TO ASSASSINATE JAMES 1
JAMES 1 WROTE A VERSION OF THE BIBLE
JAMES 1 WAS A PROTESTANT KING

SHAKESPEARE’S METHODS & LITERARY DEVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOLILOQUY
MONOLOGUE
PROLOGUE/EPILOGUE
IAMBIC PENTAMETER & RHYMING COUPLETS
PROTAGONIST/ANTAGONIST
HERMATICA
DRAMATIC IRONY
SIMILE/METAPHOR
ANTONYMS/CONTRAST
MAJOR/MINOR SCENES
5 ACT STRUCTURE
MOTIF & IMAGERY- LIGHT & DARKNESS, GOOD & EVIL
METAPHYSICAL & SUPERNATURAL
FREYTAG’S NARRATIVE STRUCTURE – SINGLE PLOT ONLY

SHAKESPEARE’S MESSAGE TO THE AUDIENCE

CHARACTERS
IN

•
•
•
•
•

MACBETH

REGICIDE (KILLING THE MONARCH) IS NOT ACCEPTABLE
MEN SHOULD CONTROL THEIR HOUSE & WIFE
WOMEN ARE NOT TO BE TRUSTED
LIVE LIFE TO CHRISTIAN VALUES
RESPECT THE MONARCH AS GOD’S HOLY
REPRESENTATIVE ON EARTH
• KEEP TO YOUR PLACE IN THE GREAT CHAIN OF BEING –
DO NOT BE AMBITIOUS
• DO NOT DO ANYTHING UNGODLY
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THE
THREE
WITCHES

MACBETH
Thane of
Glamis

LADY
MACBETH
Wife of
Macbeth

KING
DUNCAN
King of
Scotland

MALCOLM
Son of
Duncan

BANQUO
Scottish
General

FLEANCE
Banquo’s
son

MACDUFF
Thane of
Fife

LADY
MACDUFF

THE
PORTER AT
MACBETH’S
CASTLE

LENNOX &
ROSSE
Scottish
Nobles
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William Shakespeare 1606

Themes

Context

Macbeth

Is considered a hero at the beginning of the play. Gets promoted from Thane of Glamis
to Thane of Cawdor and eventually King. Is ambitious and manipulated by his wife.

Ambition

Lady
Macbeth

Is manipulative and does not follow the stereotypical Jacobean woman of this time. Is
presented as strong at the beginning of the text and weak at the end when she becomes
insane because of how guilty she feels.
Is the King of Scotland at the beginning of the play. He is murdered by Macbeth after
Lady Macbeth persuades him to so he can get the throne.

Fate

Macbeth’s best friend. Is ordered to be and is murdered by Macbeth as he poses as a
threat to Macbeth’s chances of becoming King. Macbeth loses trust in Banquo because
he was present when Macbeth saw the witches. Appears as a ghost at the banquet after
his murder.
Banquo’s son. Ordered to be killed by Macbeth as he is a threat to Macbeth becoming
King, however, Fleance escapes from the murderers. Foreshadowed that Fleance is a
light for Scotland and Fleance will be the first King (in the witches’ predictions) who will
start the line of descendants.
Soldier, Thane of Fife and Macbeth’s rival. Grows suspicious of Macbeth after KD’s
murder. Forms an army with Malcolm in England and kills Macbeth at the end; a figure of
mortality.
Macduff’s wife. Is murdered along with her son after Macduff flees.

The
Supernatural

The witches are a clear image, as well as Macbeth
disrupting the social and political order by killing KD. Also
raging storms are presented mirroring Macbeth& LM’s acts.

Power

Macbeth deeply desires power. Macbeth abuses his power
when he is King to avoid any threats. Lady Macbeth also
desires power which is not considered a traditional trait for a
woman of this time.
Macbeth commits violence from the beginning and continues
to do so until violence is all he has left.

Hubris

Many questions around manhood towards Macbeth and
Macduff from their wives because of their decisions.
Macbeth is loyal to KD at the beginning and those who were
loyal to Macbeth change side later in the play.

Tyrant

King Duncan

Banquo

Fleance

Macduff

Lady
Macduff
Malcolm

King Duncan’s son. Flees to England after he is killed. Represents order and once that is
restored at the end of the play, he becomes King.

Guilt

Violence

Masculinity
vs Femininity
Loyalty

Macbeth allows his ambition to overwhelm him and becomes
a murderer. LM is affected by the guilt of her actions caused
by her ambition.
Macbeth puts himself in the position of having to master fate
always and struggles against parts of the witches’
prophecies that do not benefit him.
Macbeth feels guilt early on whilst LM becomes guilty later
on which leads to her increasing lack of sanity.

Witchcraft

King
James I
Monarchy

People believed in witches and bad events were blamed on women
who were considered to be witches. They were also tested in this
time and KJ was superstitious about them.
Ordered huge witch hunts (bigger than ever seen before) in
Scotland. He also survived an assassination attempt.
His mother was known as an incompetent ruler and KJ was
constantly worried, when he become King of England, that people
would rebel and overthrow him.

Key Terminology

Hamartia

Treason
Betrayal

Donalbain

King Duncan’s other son who flees to Ireland after King Duncan is killed.

The Witches

The three witches open the play and later meet Macbeth with prophecies, which impacts
Macbeth’s life. The witches guide Macbeth on the path of his own destruction.

Fair is foul,
and foul is fair.

Hecate

Known as the Head Witch or Goddess of Witchcraft; Hecate is in charge of the three
witches. She is angry at the three witches but also hints at Macbeth’s downfall at the end
of the scene she appears in.

Ross and
Lennox

Ross is Macbeth’s cousin who, with Lennox, is a Scottish noble. Lennox questions
Macbeth and Ross eventually turns his back on Macbeth and sides with Malcolm and
Macduff.

Macdonwald

Leader of rebel forces and is killed by Macbeth. Macbeth is praised when Macdonwald is
defeated.

Siward

King Duncan’s brother and leads the English army against Macbeth. His army
distinguishes itself s Birnam Wood. He is a proud father and declares his approval when
his son dies in battle.

His mother’s
womb
untimely
ripped
Is this a
dagger which I
see before
me?
Out damned
spot! Out I
say!
I am afraid to
think what I
have done.
Unsex me
here.

Plot
Act 1

Act 2

Act 3

Act 4
Act 5

Excessive pride or self-confidence. Seen in the character of
Macbeth especially when the witches give the last prophecies.
Macbeth becomes arrogant until he realises that Macduff was
not ‘born of woman’.
Fatal flaw. Macbeth’s is unchecked ambition (also Lady
Macbeth) as well as desire for power and position, as well as
King.
A cruel and oppressive ruler. Macbeth becomes this by the end
of the play.
The crime of betraying one’s country, especially by attempting to
kill/overthrow the monarchy or Government.
Being disloyal to a person/ group/ one’s country.

Key Quotes
Foreshadowing that people who are seen as good will turn
evil (Macbeth) and situations seen as good will be bad
(prophecies). Warns the reader to not trust expectations.
Means Macduff can kill Macbeth based on the prophecy as he
was born by c-section.

Are you a man?

Macbeth is unsure on whether to murder KD. He begins to
hallucinate and comments on the wickedness of the world
before being interrupted by the ringing of the bell.

Look like the
innocent flower but
be the serpent
under it.
All hail Macbeth,
that shalt be King
hereafter!

The blood on LM’s hands will not wash off. Is a motif as
connects to Macbeth saying the ocean could not wash off
KD’s blood after the murder.
Represents guilt but also Macbeth’s downfall as he continues
to kill later in the play. His loyalty for KD and others has been
shattered.
Lady Macbeth wants to be stripped of female weakness and
given the strength of man.

(looking at his
hands) this is a
sorry sight.
Wash this blood
clean from my
hand.
Don’t shake thy
gory locks at me.

LM questions Macbeth’s manhood as he hallucinates as
sees Banquo’s ghost and then becomes hysterical. This
comment contrasts to what women were like at this time.
LM tells Macbeth he must appear to be innocent, kind and
polite but must deceive the others so he is not suspected.
Also has religion connotations to Garden of Eden.
The witches predict that Macbeth will become King. This
starts Macbeth’s downfall and ambition for the throne.

Macbeth shows guilt and remorse for his actions. LM only
finds this comment from Macbeth ‘foolish’.
Foreshadows that LM will be overwhelmed with guilt and
see the blood on her hands as Macbeth does here after
the murder of KD.
Shows the true mental state Macbeth is in. Also shows
guilt and remorse for Banquo’s murder

The play opens with the three witches gathering and planning to meet Macbeth. Meanwhile, King Duncan it told about how brave Macbeth has been and has been victorious in the fight against the rebel forces led by Macdonwald. The rebellious Thane of Cawdor has been captured and is sentenced to
death- KD decides Macbeth will be Thane of Cawdor. The witches meet again and tell Macbeth’s future- he will become Thane of Cawdor and then King. They tell Banquo that his children will be kings. Macbeth demands to know more but the witches vanish and Ross and Angus arrive to tell Macbeth his
new title. He then realises that to become king, King Duncan has to die. KD announces Malcolm will inherit the throne when he dies- this sows the first seed into Macbeth’s head about how to become King. Macbeth writes a letter from Macbeth about his encounter with the witches but she fears he is too
kind to get the throne; when Macbeth comes home they hatch a plan. KD later arrives at Macbeth’s castle and that night Lady Macbeth continues to goad and persuade Macbeth into killing the King.
The night of the murder, Banquo and Fleance unexpectedly meet Macbeth. They are surprised to see him and Banquo gives Macbeth a diamond from King Duncan for Lady Macbeth to thank her for her hospitality. Banquo tells Macbeth he dreamt of the 3 witches but Macbeth lies and says he hasn’t
even thought of them. Alone, Macbeth hallucinates and sees a vision of a bloody dagger. He hears a bell ring and goes off to kill KD. Lady Macbeth waits for Macbeth to return and reassures herself that she drugged the guard’s wine so they will not wake up. Macbeth returns and is alarmed - he has
heard a noise. Lady Macbeth realises that he has brought the daggers back and when Macbeth insists he can’t go back to plant the knives on the guards, she goes instead. Whilst she is gone, Macbeth hears knocking and when she comes back, she scolds him for his cowardice and insists they go to
bed. The porter opens the door to Macduff and Lennox who are to meet with King Duncan. Macbeth takes Macduff to the chambers and they discover King Duncan is dead. They scream murder, which wakes the rest of the household. Macbeth explains that he killed the guards in anger and when
Macduff questions him Lady Macbeth faints as a distraction.
Macbeth grows concerned about Banquo as the witches’ prophecy said that Banquo’s descendants will be Kings. Macbeth hires two murderers to kill Banquo and Fleance. Lady Macbeth is unaware of these plans. The murderers kill Banquo but Fleance escapes. At the celebratory banquet, Macbeth
hallucinates and sees Banquo’s ghost sending him into a frenzy of terror. Lady Macbeth tries to cover up his odd behaviour, but the banquet comes to a premature end and guests begin to question Macbeth’s sanity. Macbeth then decides he must revisit the witches to look into the future once more.
Meanwhile, Macbeth’s thanes begin to turn against him and Macduff meets Malcolm in England to form an army against Macbeth.
The witches show Macbeth three apparitions. The first warns him against Macduff; the second tell shim to fear no man born of woman and the third says he will fall only when Birnam Wood comes to Dunsinane castle. Macbeth believes he is almost untouchable but when he asks the witches if Banquo’s
prophecy will come true they show him a procession of eight kinds, all of whom look like Banquo. Meanwhile, Malcolm tests Macduff’s loyalty and the two strategise against Macbeth. Back in Scotland, Macbeth has Macduff’s wife and children murdered.
Lady Macbeth is suffering form sleepwalking and a doctor comes to observe her symptoms. She unwittingly reveals her guilt as she says she can’t wash her hands clean of bloodstains. Macbeth is too busy dealing with battle preparations to pay much heed to her dreams and expresses anger when the
doctor says he can’t cure her. As the English army approaches, Lady Macbeth commits suicide. When Macbeth hears of this, he says she should have died at a future date. Macbeth still believes, because of the witches, that he is impregnable to the army but Malcolm has instructed each soldier to cut a
tree brand from Birnham wood and hold it up as disguise. Therefore, Macbeth’s servant reports that Birnham wood is moving to the castle and Macbeth becomes worried but still engages the oncoming army. In the battle, Macbeth kills Young Siward and then battles Macduff where Macduff tells Macbeth
he is not born of woman and kills Macbeth and decapitates him. Malcolm is then proclaimed the new king of Scotland.
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UNIT 6F – ANGLES
SUM OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
ANGLE– Videos 561/563

ANGLES AT A POINT, STRAIGHT LINE AND
IN A TRIANGLE – Videos 812/485/477

ANGLES IN PARALLEL LINES – Videos 481/482/483

Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary

1

Regular Polygon

All sides the same length All
angles the same size

2

Interior

An interior angle is the angle
inside the polygon at a vertex

3

Exterior

If the side of a polygon is
extended, the angle formed
outside the polygon is the
exterior angle.

Y8 Maths Knowledge Organiser – HT6
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UNIT 7F – AVERAGES AND RANGE
ESTIMATED MEAN/MEDIAN FROM A TABLE– Videos 418/416

MMMR- Videos 405/406/409/404/410

Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary

1

Modal Class

The class (or group) with the highest
frequency

2

Estimate

Roughly calculate or judge the
value, number, quantity, or extent
of

Y8 Maths Knowledge Organiser – HT6
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UNIT 8F – PERIMETER, AREA AND VOLUME 1
VOLUMES OF PRISMS– Videos 571/573

RECTANGLES, PARALLLELOGRAMS AND
TRIANGLES – Videos 517/559/556

SURFACE AREA OF PRISMS – Videos 584/585

Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary

1

Perpendicular

Lines that are at right
angles (90°) to each other

2

Volume

the amount of space that a
substance or object occupies

3

Surface area

The surface area of a solid
object is a measure of the total
area that the surface of the
object occupies

Y8 Maths Knowledge Organiser – HT6

UNIT 10F – TRANSFORMATIONS
ROTATION,REFLECTION,TRANSLATION AND ROTATIONAL
SYMMETRY– Videos 648/649/828/639/640/637/638

ENLARGEMENTS – Videos 642/643/644

Key Vocabulary

Vocabulary

1

Rotational
Symmetry

A shape that still looks the same after
some rotation. Eg. a square has a
rotational symmetry of order 4.

2

Enlarging

Changing the size of a shape (smaller
or larger).
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Part 2 – Reactions
Key words:

Key content:
Key term

Definition

balanced symbol
equation

In a balanced symbol equation, chemical formulae represent the reactants and products. The
equation shows how many atoms are rearranged and joined together differently, and gives
the relative amounts of reactants and products.

catalyst

Substances that speed up chemical reactions but are unchanged at the end.

catalytic converter

A part of a car between the engine and exhaust pipe that converts harmful substances made
in the engine into less harmful ones.

chemical bond

Force that holds atoms together in molecules.

chemical reaction

A change in which a new substance is formed. In a chemical reaction, atoms are rearranged
and joined together differently.

combustion

A chemical reaction in which a substance reacts quickly with oxygen and gives out light and
heat. Also called burning.

conservation of mass

In a chemical reaction, the total mass of reactants is equal to the total mass of products. This
is conservation of mass. Mass is conserved in chemical reactions and in physical changes.

conserved

When the quantity of something does not change after a process takes place.

decomposition

A chemical reaction in which a compound breaks down to form more than one product.

endothermic reaction

An endothermic reaction takes in energy, usually as heat. In other words, it transfers energy
from the surroundings.

energy level diagram

Diagram showing the relative energies of the reactants and products. It shows whether a
reaction is endothermic or exothermic.

exothermic reaction

An exothermic reaction gives out energy, usually as heat or light. In other words, it transfers
energy to the surroundings.

fossil fuel

A fuel made from the remains of animals and plants that died millions of years ago. Fossil
fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas.

fuel

A substance that stores energy in a chemical store which it can release as heat.

non-renewable

Energy resources that have a limited supply and that cannot be replaced within a short
timeframe.

physical change

One that changes the physical properties of a substance, but no new substance is formed. A
physical change is reversible.

products

Substances that are formed in a chemical reaction, shown on the right of the arrow in a
chemical equation.

reactants

Substances that react together, shown on the left of the arrow in a chemical equation.

renewable

A fuel that can be easily replaced within a short timeframe.

thermal decomposition

A chemical reaction in which a compound breaks down on heating to form more than one
product.

Y8 Science HT6 - Knowledge Organiser
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Part 2 – Earth
Key words:

Key content:
Key term

Definition

atmosphere

The mixture of gases surrounding the Earth.

carbon cycle

The carbon cycle shows carbon sinks, and summarises how carbon and its
compounds enter and leave the atmosphere and these sinks.

carbon sink

Areas of vegetation, the ocean or the soil, which absorb and store carbon.
Carbon and its compounds may remain in carbon sinks for many years.

climate change A long-term change in weather patterns.
combustion

A chemical reaction in which a substance reacts quickly with oxygen and
gives out light and heat. Also called burning.

electrolysis

Using electricity to split up a compound into its elements.

extraction

Separation of a metal from a metal compound.

fossil fuel

A fuel made from the remains of animals and plants that died millions of
years ago. Fossil fuels include coal, oil, and natural gas.

global warming The gradual increase in the average surface temperature of the Earth.
greenhouse
effect

When energy from the Sun is transferred to the thermal energy store of
gases in Earth’s atmosphere. The greenhouse effect keeps the surface of
the Earth warmer than it would otherwise be.

greenhouse gas A gas that contributes to the greenhouse effect, such as carbon dioxide.
mineral
(chemistry)

Naturally occurring metals, and their compounds.

natural
resources

Materials from the Earth, its atmosphere, and the oceans, which act as raw
materials for making a variety of products.

ore

A naturally occurring rock that contains enough of a mineral to make it
worth getting the mineral – and then the metal it includes – out of the rock.

The process plants and algae use to make their own food, glucose. In
photosynthesis photosynthesis, carbon dioxide and water react together to make glucose
and oxygen.
recycling

Collecting and processing a material so that it can be used again.

respiration

The process that transfers energy in plants and animals. In respiration,
glucose reacts with oxygen to make carbon dioxide and water.

Y8 Science HT6 - Knowledge Organiser
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Part 2 – Organisms
Key words:

Key content:
Key term

Definition

addiction

A need to keep taking a drug in order to feel normal.

alveolus

Small air sacs found at the end of each bronchiole where gas exchange takes place with the blood.

anus

Muscular ring through which faeces pass out of the body.

asthma

A lung disorder in which inflammation (swelling) causes the bronchi to swell and narrow the airways, creating breathing difficulties.

balanced diet

Eating food containing the right nutrients in the correct amounts.

bile

Substance that breaks fat into droplets.

breathing

The movement of air in and out of the lungs.

bronchiole

Small tube in the lung.

bronchus

One of two tubes which carry air into the lungs.

carbohydrase

Enzyme that breaks down carbohydrates into sugar molecules.

carbohydrate

Nutrient that supplies the body’s main source of energy. There are two types: simple (sugars) and complex (starch).

catalyst

Substances that speed up chemical reactions but are unchanged at the end.

deficiency

A lack of minerals that causes poor growth.

depressant

A drug that slows down the body’s reactions by slowing down the nervous system.

diaphragm

A sheet of muscle found underneath the lungs which is used in breathing.

dietary fibre

Parts of plants that cannot be digested. It helps the body to eliminate waste by providing bulk to keep food moving through the
digestive system.

digestion

Process in which large molecules are broken down into smaller molecules.

drug

Chemical substance that affects the way your body works.

enzyme

Substances that speed up the chemical reactions of digestion resulting in large molecules being broken into small molecules.

food test

Chemical test to detect the presence of particular nutrients in a food.

gas exchange

The transfer of gases between an organism and its environment.

gullet

Tube that food travels down into the stomach.

large intestine

Lower part of the intestine from which water is absorbed and where faeces (solid waste of undigested food) are formed.

lipase

Enzyme that breaks down lipids into fatty acids and glycerol.

lipid

Nutrient that provides a store of energy and insulate the body. Found in butter, milk, eggs, nuts.

lung volume

Measure of the amount of air breathed in or out.

malnourishment Eating the wrong amount or wrong types of food.
medicinal drug

Drug that has a medical benefit to your health.

mineral (biology) Essential nutrient needed in small amounts to keep you healthy.
nutrient

Essential substance that your body needs to survive, provided by food.

protease

Enzyme that breaks down proteins into amino acids.

protein

Nutrient your body uses to build new tissue for growth and repair. Sources are meat, fish, eggs, dairy products, beans, nuts, and seeds.

recreational drug Drug that is taken for enjoyment.
rectum

Faeces are stored here, before being passed out of the body.

respiration

The process that transfers energy in plants and animals. In respiration, glucose reacts with oxygen to make carbon dioxide from water.

small intestine

Upper part of the intestine where digestion is completed and nutrients are absorbed by the blood.

stimulant

A drug that speeds up the body’s reactions by speeding up the nervous system.

stomach

Organ where food is mixed with acidic juices to start the digestion of protein and kill microorganisms.

trachea

Tube which carries air from the mouth and nose to the lungs.

villi

Tiny projections in the small intestine wall that increase the area for absorption.

vitamin

Essential nutrients needed in small amounts to keep you healthy.

withdrawal
symptoms

Unpleasant symptom a person with a drug addiction suffers from when they stop taking the drug.

Weather or Climate?
Weather - Short term conditions in the
atmosphere e.g. rain, snow.
Climate - Long term conditions in the
atmosphere – patterns of weather

Why does the UK have such
mixed weather?

Climates across the world

Climate of the UK

Here in the UK we have a temperate climate but you will notice that
depending on where in the world a country is in the world, there are
different climates.

The UK is influenced by a number of air masses
because it is almost halfway between the cold
North Pole and hot Equator.

Places nearer the Equator
are much warmer than
places nearer the Poles.
This is because of the angle
at which the Sun shines.
At the Equator, the Sun is
at a high angle and shines
directly at a small area
making it very hot. As a
result, equatorial areas
remain hot and dry all year
round.

Why does it rain?
Water droplets are held in the air by
warm air which is rising.

This process continues over time and the
clouds become bigger and heavier as the
water droplets join together.
The clouds become darker as more
water droplets form.

The climate of the UK is variable – it changes a
lot, day to day. The UK has cool summers, mild
winters and rainfall spread evenly throughout
the year. The climate type is classified as
temperate, which means we rarely experience
extreme weather conditions e.g. serious storms.

Eventually the clouds become too heavy
so the droplets fall to Earth as one of the
forms of precipitation.

Anticyclones and Depressions
The air around you has weight, and it pushes
down on the earth. This pressure is called air
pressure.

The weather is strongly influenced by air
pressure.
Depressions occur when air pressure is low
(less than 1016 mb) this is because warm air
near the ground is rising. Depression
conditions lead to wetter and more turbulent
weather.
Anticyclones occur when air pressure is high it
is because colder air in the atmosphere is
sinking towards the ground. Anticyclone
conditions lead to drier, settled and warmer
weather.

Above is a climate graph which shows the climate
of London over the course of a year.
We can see that the blue bars show rainfall from
January to December – this ranges between
38mm and 65mm a year.
The red line shows temperature through the year
– this ranges from 3°C and 20°C on average.

Factor

How does this affect climate?

Prevailing
winds

Prevailing winds are the dominant wind direction in an
area. The temperature of the wind and the amount of
rainfall partly depend on where the air has come from.

Altitude

Temperatures decrease by about 1°C for every 100 m
increase in height above sea level because at higher
altitudes air becomes less dense so it is less able to
retain heat.

Latitude

Places nearer the Equator are warmer than places
nearer the Poles. At the Equator, the Sun is at a high
angle and shines directly at a small area making it very
hot this makes these areas hot and dry all year round.

Distance
from the
sea.

The sea takes longer to warm up than the land but keeps
its heat longer. In the winter, the sea keeps coastal areas
warm and in summer, it cools them down.
The further away from the sea a place is, the wider the
range of temperatures found there
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How do we measure the weather?
The Stevenson screen is a slatted
box (painted white to reflect the
suns heat) which air passes through
and allows us to accurately measure
the temperature of air in the shade.

Thermometers are used to measure the current
temperature.
The liquid inside the thermometer is very
sensitive to temperature. When the temperature
increases, the liquid expands and when the
temperature drops the liquid contracts.
Temperatures is measured in degrees Celsius (°C)

The gases act as like the glass in a greenhouse –
trapping the heat in and keeping the inside warm.
1.

Heat radiates from the sun to the Earth.

2.

The Earth absorbs (takes in) some heat.

3.

Most heat is reflected back into space.

4.

Greenhouse gases such as (carbon dioxide) in the
atmosphere block some of that heat from leaving
the atmosphere.

5.

More and more greenhouse gases build up in the
atmosphere because of human processes e.g.
factories and car exhausts.

6.

This means that an increasing amount of heat is
trapped over time causing the greenhouse effect.

Air pressure is measured by a
barometer. A barometer works
similarly to a thermometer. When
air pressure increases a liquid
(mercury or water) expands and
contracts again when air pressure
drops. Air pressure is measured in
millibars.
Campbell Stokes Sunshine recorder
is a glass sphere which concentrates
the rays of the Sun onto a card which
is scorched by the Sun. The card is
marked off in hourly intervals. As the
Sun travels across the sky, the rays
scorch different sections of the card.
This allows us to calculate the hours
of sunlight.
Anemometers are used to measure wind
speed and direction.
Wind speed is recorded on an
anemometer. The faster the wind blows
the faster the cups on the anemometer
turn. Wind direction is shown by a wind
vane attached. The arrow points in the
direction the wind is coming from.

Rainfall is measured using rain
gauge. This is a metal cylinder is
sunk part way into the ground.
Any rain that falls is collected in
a container and measured.
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Extreme Weather UK:

The Greenhouse Effect

Extreme weather is weather which is not the norm / exceptional / breaks (Met Office) records. It
occurs relatively rarely and may last for longer than expected.
The Beast from the East
•

50cm of snow fell in some places but strong
winds blew much of the snow into large
‘drifts’.
Red warnings were issued by the MET
Office which means there is a ‘risk to life’.
Some areas in the UK experienced
temperatures as low as -15°C.
Thousands of drivers were stranded in
vehicles, some having to sleep in their cars
in freezing temperatures.
Shelves were left empty as normal
deliveries couldn’t be made.

•
•
•
•

Summer 2018
•
•
•
•
•

There were 1000 more deaths than average
for that time of year – mainly elderly
people.
in June just 15 mm of rain fell across the
country - 75 per cent less than usual.
There was an 80% rise in last minute trip
bookings for holidays over the three month
period.
Heat damage to road surfaces in
Oxfordshire in 2006 cost an estimated
£3.6m to repair.
A wildfire on the moors on Winter Hill in
Bolton raged for five days

Extreme Weather across the world
Wildfires – Summer 2018

•

What impact will climate change
have on weather hazards?
Human causes of
climate change

Physical causes of
climate change

More countries are using
fossil fuels (coal, oil and
gas) to make electricity.
When these are burnt
they release greenhouse
gases.

Volcanoes erupt releasing
large amounts of volcanic
dust- this can lower the
temperature.

Rice fields (growing rice)
produces methane,
which is a greenhouse
gas.

Sometimes there are
sunspots which sends
more heat than usual.

Cars produce air pollution
-gases such as carbon
dioxide and nitrous oxide

The Earth is tilted and
sometimes we are closer
to the sun than others.

Rubbish, when its left to
rot and break down and
releases greenhouse
gases.

Cutting down trees
means there are less
trees to take in
greenhouse gases.

•
•
•

California – 38,000 deaths, 17 missing
people, 3400 firefighters were sent out to
fight the fire.
Manchester – Schools closed, soldiers and
firefighters were sent out to help.
Greece – 74 deaths, 150 injured, People
had to be rescued by boat as they were cut
off.
Sweden – 13 water bomber planes were
brought in (each carrying 6000 litres of
water) to put out the flames

Climate change and
extreme weather
If an extreme weather
event is linked to warm
weather (e.g. wildfires
or heatwaves) then the
frequency and intensity
of these events will
increase.
If an extreme weather
event is linked to cold
conditions then jt is
likely that the frequency
will decrease but when
they do happen, it will
be much more intense.

Typhoon Haiyan

•
•
•
•

Typhoon Haiyan formed in the Pacific
ocean in November 2016 – the Philippines
was the worst affected.
Typhoon Haiyan was a category 5 tropical
storm with winds reaching speeds of
195mph
A total of 6340 people were killed
A total of $2.9billion of damage was caused
– Philippines is a NEE country so this will be
difficult to repair quickly.

Year 8 Weather and Climate

How does rain form?

Weather or Climate?
Weather - Short term
conditions in the atmosphere
e.g. rain, snow.
Climate - Long term
conditions in the atmosphere
– patterns of weather

Anticyclones and Depressions
The air around you has weight, and it pushes down on the earth. This
pressure is called air pressure.
The weather is strongly influenced by air pressure.
Depressions occur when air pressure is low (less than 1016 mb) this is
because warm air near the ground is rising. Depression conditions lead
to wetter and more turbulent weather.
Anticyclones occur when air pressure is high it is because colder air in
the atmosphere is sinking towards the ground. Anticyclone conditions
lead to drier, settled and warmer weather.
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Climate of the UK
The Uks weather is
brought by air which blows
up from Africa (hot air)
and down from the arctic
(cold air).

Climates across the world
Here in the UK we have a temperate climate but you will notice that depending on
where in the world a country is in the world, there are different climates.

The climate of the UK is
changes every day.
The UK has warm
summers and cold winters
and rainfall spread evenly
throughout the year.
We call our climate
‘temperate’, which means
we don’t get a lot of
extreme weather
conditions e.g. serious
storms.
The climate graph shows
the pattern of weather
we see over a year in
London.
We can see that the blue
bars show rainfall from
January to December –
this ranges between
38mm and 65mm a year.
The red line shows
temperature through the
year – this ranges from
3°C and 20°C on average.

Factor How does this affect climate?
Prevailing
winds

Prevailing winds is the main direction wind moves in. If wind comes from a
hot place, it will bring warm weather. If wind comes from a cold place, it will
bring cold weather.

Altitude

Altitude looks at how high up the land is.
Every 100m higher you go, the temperature drops by 1°C.
This means, the higher up you live the colder it is.

Latitude

Places nearer the Equator are much warmer. Places near the Poles are colder.
The equator sticks out more and is closer to the sun than the poles.

Distance
from the
sea.

In the winter, the sea keeps coastal areas warmer and in summer, it cools
coastal areas down. This means there isn’t a lot of change through the year,
The further away from the sea a place is, the wider the range of
temperatures found there
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How do we measure the weather?
The Stevenson screen air passes through
the slats in the box and we measure the
temperature of the air inside.

Thermometers
Thermometers measure the temperature.
When the temperature increases, the liquid moves up
When the temperature drops the liquid contracts.
Temperatures is measured in degrees Celsius (°C)

Barometers measure air pressure.
When air pressure is high, the liquid pushes the
needle up and when it is low, the needle drops.
Air pressure is measured in millibars.
Campbell Stokes Sunshine recorder is a
glass sphere which sunlight passes through
and burns a piece of card underneath.
The longer the burn line, the more sunlight
we have had.
Anemometers are used to measure wind
speed and direction.
The faster the wind blows the faster the
cups on the anemometer turn. Wind
direction is shown as the arrow points in
the direction the wind is coming from.

Rain gauges measure rainfall.
This is a metal cup is sunk part way into
the ground. Any rain that falls is collected
in a container and measured.

The Greenhouse Effect
The gases act as like the glass in a greenhouse – trapping the heat in
and keeping the inside warm.
1. Heat travels from the Sun to the Earth.
2. The Earth absorbs (takes in) some heat.
3. Most heat is reflected back into space.
4. Greenhouse gases (like carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere trap
some of that heat from leaving the atmosphere.
5. More and more greenhouse gases build up in the atmosphere
because of human pollution e.g. factories and car exhausts.
6. Over time, the gases in the atmosphere builds up, this is the
greenhouse effect. Our Earth becomes warmer and warmer.

Human
causes of
climate
change

Physical
causes of
climate
change

Countries burn
fossil fuel (coal
and oil) which
causes pollution.

Volcanoes erupt
ash and gas
which builds up
and blocks the
suns heat.

Rice fields
(growing rice)
produces
methane,
which is a
greenhouse gas.

Sometimes
there are
sunspots which
sends more heat
than usual.

Extreme Weather UK:
Extreme weather is weather which is not normal and often breaks records. It occurs rarely but can last for
longer than expected.
The Beast from the East

Summer 2018

• 50cm of snow fell.
• Strong winds blew much of the snow into large
‘drifts’.
• Red warnings were issued by the MET Office which
means there is a ‘risk to life’.
• Temperatures dropped as low as -15°C.
• Thousands of drivers were trapped in their cars, on
motorways over night.
• Food couldn’t be delivered to supermarkets.

• There were 1000 more deaths than average for
that time of year – mainly elderly people.
• in June only 15 mm of rain fell across the country –
75% less than usual.
• There was an 80% rise in bookings for UK holidays.
• Heat damage to roads in Oxfordshire cost an
estimated £3.6m to repair.
• A wildfire on the moors on Winter Hill in Bolton
raged for five days

Extreme Weather across the world
Cars produce
gases such as
carbon dioxide
from their
exhausts.

Rubbish, when
its left to rot
and break down
and releases
greenhouse
gases.

The Earth is
tilted and
sometimes we
are closer to the
sun than others.

Cutting down
trees means
there are less
trees to take in
greenhouse
gases.

Wildfires – Summer 2018

Typhoon Haiyan

• California – 38,000 deaths, 17 missing people,
3400 firefighters were sent out to fight the fire.
• Manchester – Schools closed, soldiers and
firefighters were sent out to help.
• Greece – 74 deaths, 150 injured, People had to be
rescued by boat as they were cut off.
• Sweden – 13 water bomber planes were brought in
(each carrying 6000 litres of water) to put out the
flames

• Typhoon Haiyan formed in the Pacific ocean in
November 2016
• The Philippines was the worst affected.
• Wind speeds reached speeds of 195mph
• A total of 6340 people were killed
• A total of $2.9billion of damage was caused –
• Philippines is a NEE country so this will be difficult
to repair quickly.
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RS Knowledge Organiser: Y8 HT6
• morality

sense of right and wrong

• stewardship

taking responsibility for the conservation of the natural environment;
religious duty

• absolute
morality

unchanging moral code, giving a fixed attitude to an issue

• addiction

being unable to stop doing something; having a dependence on something
(e.g. drugs, alcohol)

• relative morality

morality which is dependent on the circumstances of the situation, hence
changeable

• drug abuse

misuse of drugs so as to potentially cause harm

• conscience

human sense of right and wrong; sometimes imagined as a devil and angel figure
telling us what to do; seen by Christians as the voice of God

• gurmukh

Sikh belief God-centred – that a person should live every day focused on
God

• justice

fairness; bringing greater equality to the lives of people

• sanctity of life

the principle that human life has unconditional value

• abortion

the deliberate termination of a pregnancy with the intention that there should
be no baby born

• AID

artificial insemination from donor; a form of fertility treatment

• contraception

methods to prevent pregnancy

• AIH

artificial insemination from husband/partner; a form of fertility treatment

• creation

the living world; for most religions, this is considered to have been created by
God

• brain death

complete loss of brain function, so that a person is legally dead

• death penalty

state execution as a punishment for specific crimes, e.g. murder

• conceive

become pregnant

• euthanasia

the deliberate ending of the life of a person who is terminally ill, or for whom life
has become unbearable due to suffering; it is usually voluntary but can include
the ending of life support by medical staff

• donor

the person from whom an organ is taken for use in a medical procedure to
help another person in vitro fertilisation (IVF): often referred to as ‘test tube

• quality of life

idea of how comfortable one’s life is; lack of suffering in one’s life; standard of
health, comfort and happiness enjoyed by an individual; defined in terms of
health and happiness rather than wealth.

• IVF

in vitro fertilisation (IVF): often referred to as ‘test tube

• sanctity of life

the principle that human life has unconditional value

• medical ethics

ideas of what is right/wrong within medicine; principles governing medical
advancement

• terminal illness

an incurable illness which will result in death

• organ transplant

surgically removing an organ, e.g. a kidney, from one person (donor) to put
into another (recipient) to save or improve their life

RS Knowledge Organiser: Y8 HT6
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French Knowledge Organiser: Y8 HT6 – School
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French Knowledge Organiser: Y8 HT6 – School
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Y8 Urdu Knowledge Organiser: Food and eating out.
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Music Knowledge Organiser: Y8 HT6

Tier 2 Vocabulary:
List – say or write things one
after another
Participate – take part in
something
Compose - to make
Record – make a version that
can be looked at/listened to
in the future
Recall – remember
something
Explain – give your reasons
Demonstrate – show
Rearrange – change the place
Diagram – simple pictures or
shapes
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Plectrum/pick

Strum patterns; upwards or
downwards.

Music Knowledge Organiser: Y8 LA HT6
Acoustic guitar
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Electric guitar
Bass

Voice

Drum Kit

Genre – type or style

Plectrum

Elements of Music:
Ukulele Chords:

Ensemble – a group:
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Core PE Knowledge Organiser: KS3 HT6
KS3
Athletics

Throwing

Running
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